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Thank you for this opportunity to testify on behalf of the Levin Center at Wayne Law.1
The Levin Center was established to honor Senator Carl Levin who, after serving 36 years in the
U.S. Senate representing the state of Michigan, has left a legacy demonstrating the value of factbased legislative oversight conducted on a bipartisan basis. The Levin Center honors that legacy
by promoting fact-based, bipartisan legislative oversight by Congress and the 50 state
legislatures. We both work for the Levin Center, Elise Bean as director of our Washington office
and Ben Eikey as manager of our state outreach effort.
We would first like to commend the Committee for holding this hearing to examine how
the Pennsylvania legislature can better oversee state contracts issued on an emergency basis and
help safeguard taxpayer dollars and ensure contractors perform as promised. States spend
billions of taxpayer dollars each year through contracts, enlisting companies and others to
address critical public needs, including health care, education, housing, and transportation.
The pandemic heightened the importance of contract oversight as states spent billions of
federal and state dollars through contracts to combat COVID-related problems. Because of the
rapid spread of the virus and its devastating impact on businesses, communities, and families,
much of the pandemic contract spending was distributed on an emergency basis.
Oversight of those emergency contracts – to ensure the price was reasonable, the
contractor had the needed resources, and the work actually got done – is critical to protecting not
only taxpayer dollars but also supporting communities, businesses, and families. Good
stewardship of government contracts also helps uphold the public’s faith in their elected leaders
and, ultimately, the democratic process.
That is why the Levin Center decided to take an in-depth look at how state legislatures
were overseeing state contracts issued to address the pandemic. The Levin Center undertook this
work not only because of contract problems emerging across the country, but also because an
earlier study of oversight efforts in the 50 states had found that most legislatures conducted
minimal contract oversight.2
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2020 Report: Examining Emergency Contracts Related to COVID-19
As a first step, the Levin Center initiated an investigation into state-issued contracts
issued on an emergency basis to combat COVID-19. In October 2020, the Levin Center released
a report summarizing what it had found after developing three case studies.3 Those case studies
involved state contracts to test for the virus, provide protective masks to health care workers and
first responders, and improve state unemployment benefit claim systems. The contracts were
issued by ten states: California, Florida, Illinois, Iowa, Missouri, Nebraska, Ohio, Utah,
Washington, and West Virginia. The report documented how all ten states experienced multiple
contract problems including unreliable contractors, excessive prices, delayed or failed deliveries,
substandard goods or services, or confidentiality breaches.
The report also found that state legislative efforts to confront those problems and improve
contract performance were haphazard and uneven. While some state legislatures responded to
the evidence and demanded reforms, others took little or no action. But the encouraging news
was that the case studies demonstrated the potential for state legislatures and individual
legislators to exercise effective oversight to improve state contracting. As a result, the report
made three broad recommendations, that state legislatures: (1) elevate contract oversight as a
legislative objective; (2) establish mechanisms to enable effective contract oversight by
lawmakers; and (3) enable year-long contract oversight.
2021 Report: Improving Legislative Contract Oversight
To dig more deeply, the Levin Center also commissioned a report led by a Wayne State
University professor to examine steps taken by six state legislatures which, in 2019, indicated an
intention to improve their contract oversight.4 The states were Alabama, Hawaii, Idaho,
Louisiana, Maryland, and Tennessee. The report found that over the following three years, some of
those states made dramatic improvements to their contracting practices.
The state that made the most progress on contract oversight was Idaho. Responding to a
high-profile contracting scandal, the Idaho legislature embarked upon a multi-year, multipronged effort to strengthen the state’s procurement practices. It began by requesting a wideranging, in-depth audit of the state’s contracting process. The resulting audit report found, for
example, that while the state had adequate procedures for developing and awarding contracts, it
did not have effective procedures for monitoring contract performance. Using that and other
audit findings and recommendations, the legislature worked with the state procurement office
and the state attorney general on an array of reforms. They included amending the state’s
procurement code, granting the legislative and executive branches more power to oversee
contract performance, including performance measures and reporting requirements in the state’s
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standard Request for Proposals (RFP), generating better contract monitoring guidance for
agencies, focusing contract management on high value contracts, and funding two additional
state procurement employees to not only monitor contract performance but also train and work
with agency personnel to do the same.
Idaho was not alone in making progress. The 2021 report also documented significant
improvements in contract oversight by Alabama, Louisiana, and Maryland, demonstrating that
successful innovations can be made in states with large or small populations, full or part-time
legislatures, Republican or Democratic legislative majorities, and Republican or Democratic
governors.
Best Practices
Together, the two reports showcase a number of best practices by state legislatures
conducting oversight of state-issued contracts. Those best practices include the following.
Legislative oversight. The reports showed that one key to effective contract oversight
was having legislative committees and individual lawmakers willing to ask tough
questions about individual contracts and general contracting practices. Investigative tools
to support those efforts and uncover the facts included information requests, contract data
analysis, audit reports, meetings with state officials and contractors, hearings, public
statements, and press conferences. Many of the case studies presented in the two reports
demonstrated how active legislative oversight led to improved contract transparency,
pricing, and performance. They showed, in short, that legislative oversight can produce
better contracts.
Committee jurisdiction. The reports also found that a key problem with contract
oversight was the failure of some state legislatures to assign the responsibility to a
specific committee.5 Assigning contract oversight to a specific committee encourages
that committee and its members to dig into the issues.6 Committees with bipartisan
membership, preferably with equal numbers of members from both major political
parties, can help ensure the oversight activities are designed to serve good government
functions rather than ‘gotcha’ politics.7 The selected committee may also want to
develop criteria to focus its work on contracts that pose the biggest challenges, such as
contracts that involve substantial taxpayer dollars, affect vulnerable populations, impose
community or business risks, or have longstanding problems that resist resolution.8
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Joint committee. The 2021 Report found that contract oversight seemed most efficient
when oversight responsibilities were assigned to a committee that included members
from both the House and Senate in the state.9 Joint committees enable auditors and state
agencies to present the same evidence to both chambers at the same time, saving time and
resources and preventing inconsistent presentations. Joint committees also conserve the
legislature’s limited time and resources. In addition, they enable lawmakers from both
chambers to easily share views, join forces, and champion contract reforms in both
bodies.
Collaboration. Contract oversight also seemed most effective when legislators, state
procurement personnel, state attorneys general, comptrollers, inspectors general, and
auditors worked together on a collaborative basis. 10 In Ohio, to foster collaboration, the
legislature even created a joint committee that combined legislators and executive branch
officials to oversee state spending.11 Other state legislatures have authorized or required
state auditors, comptrollers, and inspectors general to work with the legislature to initiate
audits and share results.
Contract review mechanisms. Another key problem in many state legislatures was the
lack of established legislative mechanisms to oversee contracts at various stages of the
procurement process, including the development of contract terms and pricing, the
bidding and award process, and actual contract performance. The two reports document
a variety of measures used by state legislatures to enable lawmakers to review key
contracts at all stages, even when the contracts are issued on an emergency basis or the
legislature is out of session.12 Knowing lawmakers are reviewing contract actions on an
ongoing basis encourages careful work by state procurement personnel.
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Emergency contract alerts. Some legislatures improved oversight by requiring their
governors to provide them with timely notice of large emergency contracts.13 Others
have enacted laws requiring the executive branch to submit state contracts for review and
provide the legislature with a specified period of time to raise any concerns.14
Contract database. Virtually every state now has a contract database that can be used
by legislators, auditors, and the public to track state-issued contracts,15 but some provide
better information than others.16 Legislatures can set requirements for the state contract
database to ensure information wanted by the legislature is provided on a timely and
ongoing basis. Required information might include whether the contract was issued on a
competitive basis, how many bids were received, the final contract date and price, the
text of the contract itself, performance measures and deadlines, and performance reviews.
Performance metrics. Another mechanism that helps legislatures monitor contracts are
requirements that state contracts include metrics and deadlines to measure performance,
direct contractors to provide performance information on an ongoing basis, and require
the state to check actual performance over time.17 In Hawaii, the legislature codified
several recommended mechanisms to help state agencies monitor contract performance,
including through worksheets, contract timelines, and other measures.18
Contract monitoring costs. Monitoring contract performance requires time and effort
from state agencies and procurement personnel as well as auditors and legislative staff.
To address that issue, the Idaho legislature requires state contracts to include in their
pricing the funding needed for the state to monitor contract performance, including
through site visits, interviews of affected persons, or other measures.19
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Procurement Personnel. Another best practice to improve contract oversight was for
the legislature to provide adequate funding for state procurement personnel to perform
needed tasks, including monitoring contract performance.20 In Idaho, for example, the
legislature funded two new state procurement employees who not only conducted their
own oversight of contract performance, but also trained and worked with individual
agencies to ensure that they, too, engaged in effective contract monitoring.21
In-depth procurement review. In several states, the key to effective contract reform
was action taken by a state auditor or legislative analytical office to conduct a wideranging, in-depth review of the state’s procurement practices, and issue one or more
reports with recommendations. The 2021 Report describes how several legislatures used
those audit reports to initiate wholesale changes to the state’s contracting practices,
including by overhauling the statutory procurement code, spurring new contract
regulations, beefing up contract monitoring, and strengthening legislative oversight. 22
Audit reports. Still another critical contract oversight mechanism was the ability of
legislatures to request or require contract audit reports from the state auditor, inspector
general, or comptroller, or the legislature’s own audit office.23 Legislatures have
established a variety of procedures to request specific audits, including through
resolutions, letters, or committee votes. In response, the audit agencies conducted
reviews of specific contracts as well as general contracting practices and issued reports
with their findings.24 Those audit reports ensured a steady stream of facts and
recommendations on how to improve contract practices. Legislative committees used
those reports in hearings and other investigative efforts to expose contracting problems
and develop reforms.25
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Public participation. Finally, some legislatures created mechanisms to enlist the public
in the effort to identify, report, and address contract problems. Some legislatures created
fraud and waste tip lines to enable public employees or residents to alert state officials to
contract problems.26 Others encouraged state procurement personnel to contact
participants in contractor-run programs for information about contract performance and,
if problems existed, to file complaints with the agency.27 Still other legislative
committees invited public comment on contract performance via website forms.28
Perhaps the most innovative approach was taken by the Hawaiian legislature which
included 32 members of the public representing various sectors of the Hawaiian economy
in a new House committee examining issues related to COVID-19, including COVIDrelated contracts.29 Securing public input is still another oversight technique that can lead
to improved contract performance and reforms.
As these best practices indicate, state legislatures have a wealth of options to strengthen contract
oversight, which means this Committee can choose from a menu of possible steps to take.
The Committee may also be interested to learn that when the Levin Center commissioned
a 2019 report to examine general oversight efforts in each of the 50 states, Pennsylvania was
described as “a fairly strong example of effective legislative oversight,” but also scored as
performing “minimal” contract oversight.30 The state’s major strengths were described as
legislators who “appear well prepared to pose tough questions about state agency performance”
and “outstanding staff resources.” One key challenge identified in the 2019 report was that the
legislature did not have its own audit capability but was required to rely on the state auditor,
leading to a recommendation that the legislature consider establishing its own audit agency. In
addition, on the issue of state contracts, the report stated that, as of 2019, the Pennsylvania
legislature did “little to no oversight of state contracts either by hearing or through audits.” 31
It is good to see this Committee reviewing that oversight deficiency and considering
ways in which the Pennsylvania legislature might join its fellow state legislatures in
strengthening contract oversight, safeguarding taxpayer dollars, and ensuring better services for
its residents. Thank you for allowing the Levin Center to be part of your review process.
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